The SUGGESTED TRAVEL ROUTES MAP shows the Stanford campus routes considered best for pedestrian and bicycle travel. The Stanford Department of Public Safety has surveyed these routes and recommends them in an effort to make traveling on campus safer. Although the Suggested Travel Routes may not be the shortest distance between two points and these routes do not absolutely guarantee your safety, they are preferable to alternative routes because they:

- are well traveled.
- are well lit at night.
- are located in open, visible areas.
- extend from most student living areas to the academic areas.

THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY RECOMMENDS THAT YOU:

- stay on the suggested routes and avoid shortcuts.
- travel on the clear, lighted areas of the routes.
- be cautious in and around buildings.
- use a light and helmet when riding a bicycle at night.
- carry purses, briefcases, and backpacks with a firm grip close to your body.
- be aware of your surroundings at all times—avoid wearing headphones which limit your ability to detect and respond to an emergency situation. Never wear headphones when riding a bicycle!
- become familiar with the locations of 24-hour access buildings—Terman Engineering Center, Medical Center (including Lucile Packard Childrens’ Hospital), Sweet Hall (second floor computer cluster), Forsythe Hall (first floor), and Meyer Library (24-hour Study Lab).

Emergency Response

Any time you need police, fire, or medical response, dial 9-1-1 (9-911 from University phones). If you see or hear something suspicious, or feel that you are being followed, do not hesitate to call 9-1-1. Calls to 9-1-1 are free from pay phones. In addition, emergency phone towers are now located along many of the suggested travel routes. These phones are blue in color and simply require a push of a button to notify emergency services of your situation.

Blue emergency phone towers are located throughout the campus along the Suggested Travel Routes. The specific locations of every emergency tower on campus are denoted on the STR map by black numbered squares (see reverse side).

SURE Escort Services

It is safer to walk with another person than alone, particularly at night. If you are by yourself and would like to be escorted to your destination, call SURE at 725-SURE. The service is free. Escorts will accompany you by cart anywhere on campus.

If you have any questions or ideas about the Suggested Travel Routes Map, please contact the Special Services Unit at the Stanford Department of Public Safety at (650) 723-0806.